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Abstract
Motivated by the currently widespread concern about mass surveillance of encrypted
communications, Bellare et al. introduced at CRYPTO 2014 the notion of AlgorithmSubstitution Attack (ASA) where the legitimate encryption algorithm is replaced by a subverted one that aims to undetectably exfiltrate the secret key via ciphertexts. Practically
implementable ASAs on various cryptographic primitives (Bellare et al., CRYPTO’14 &
ACM CCS’15; Ateniese et al., ACM CCS’15; Berndt and Liśkiewicz, ACM CCS’17) have
been constructed and analyzed, leaking the secret key successfully. Nevertheless, in spite
of much progress, the practical impact of ASAs (formulated originally for symmetric key
cryptography) on public-key (PKE) encryption operations remains unclear, primarily since
the encryption operation of PKE does not involve the secret key, and also previously known
ASAs become relatively inefficient for leaking the plaintext due to the logarithmic upper
bound of exfiltration rate (Berndt and Liśkiewicz, ACM CCS’17).
In this work, we formulate a practical ASA on PKE encryption algorithm which, perhaps
surprisingly, turns out to be much more efficient and robust than existing ones, showing that
ASAs on PKE schemes are far more effective and dangerous than previously believed. We
mainly target PKE of hybrid encryption which is the most prevalent way to employ PKE in
the literature and in practice. The main strategy of our ASA is to subvert the underlying key
encapsulation mechanism (KEM) so that the session key encapsulated could be efficiently
extracted, which, in turn, breaks the data encapsulation mechanism (DEM) enabling us to
learn the plaintext itself. Concretely, our non-black-box yet quite general attack enables
recovering the plaintext from only two successive ciphertexts and minimally depends on a
short state of previous internal randomness. A widely used class of KEMs is shown to be
subvertible by our powerful attack.
Our attack relies on a novel identification and formalization of certain properties that
yield practical ASAs on KEMs. More broadly, it points at and may shed some light on
exploring structural weaknesses of other “composed cryptographic primitives,” which may
make them susceptible to more dangerous ASAs with effectiveness that surpasses the known
logarithmic upper bound (i.e., reviewing composition as an attack enabler).
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Introduction

Provable security provides strong guarantees for deploying cryptographic tools in the real world
to achieve security goals. Nevertheless, it has been shown that even provably secure cryptosystems might be problematic in practice. Such a security gap—between the ideal and the real
world—lies in the fact that the robustness of provable security closely depends on the adopted
adversarial model which, however, often makes idealized assumptions that are not always fulfilled in actual implementations.
An implicit and common assumption—in typical adversarial models for provable security—
is that cryptographic algorithms should behave in the way specified by their specifications. In
the real world, unfortunately, such an assumption may turn out to be invalid due to a variety of
reasons such as software/hardware bugs and even malicious tampering attacks. In particular,
attackers (manufacturers and supply-chain intermediaries), in reality, may be able to modify
the algorithm implementation so that the subverted one remains indistinguishable—in blackbox testing—from the specification, while leaking private information (e.g., secret keys) during
its subsequent runs. The threat was originally identified as kleptography by Young and Yung
[35, 36] over two decades ago, while the Snowden revelations of actual deployments of such
attacks (in 2013) attracted renewed attention of the research community [7, 6, 3, 17, 5, 29, 18,
12, 20, 32, 9, 10, 28, 33, 34, 21, 4, 13].

1.1

Algorithm-Substitution Attacks

In Crypto 2014, Bellare, Paterson, and Rogaway [7] initiated the formal study of algorithmsubstitution attack (ASA), which was defined broadly, against symmetric encryption. In the
ASA model, the encryption algorithm is replaced by an altered version created by the adversary.
Such a substitution is said to be undetectable if the detector—who knows the secret key—
cannot differentiate subverted ciphertexts from legitimate ones. The subversion goal of an
ASA adversary is to gain the ability to recover the secret key from (sequential) subverted
ciphertexts. Concretely, [7] proposed actual substitution attacks against certain symmetric
encryption schemes.
Subsequently, Degabriele, Farshim and Poettering [17] further justified Bellare et al.’s ASA
model [7] from an increased practical perspective, and redefined the security notion by relaxing the assumption that any subverted ciphertext produced by the altered algorithm should
be decryptable. Bellare, Jaeger and Kane [6] strengthened the undetectability notion of [7] by
considering stronger detectors which are able to adaptively feed the encryption code with some
specified inputs and see all outputs written to memory, including the current state of the encryption code. They then designed stateless ASAs against all randomized symmetric encryption
schemes. In [3], Ateniese, Magri and Venturi extended the ASA model and studied signature
schemes in the setting of fully-adaptive and continuous subversion. Berndt and Liśkiewicz [9], in
turn, rigorously investigated the relationship between ASAs and steganography—a well-known
concept of hiding information in unsuspicious communication. By modeling encryption schemes
as steganographic channels, they showed that successful ASAs correspond to secure stegosystems on the channels and vice versa. This indicates a general result that there exist universal
ASAs—work with no knowledge on the internal implementation of the underlying cryptographic
primitive—for any cryptographic algorithm with sufficiently large min-entropy, and in fact almost all known ASAs [7, 6, 3] are universal ASAs.
In this work, we turn to another fundamental cryptographic primitives, i.e., public-key
encryption (PKE), aiming at better understanding the impact of ASAs on PKE systems. Indeed,
Bellare, Paterson and Rogaway mentioned in [7] that:
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“...one can consider subversion for public-key schemes or for other cryptographic goals,
like key exchange. There are possibilities for algorithms-substitution attacks (ASAs) in
all these settings...the extensions to cover additional schemes is an obvious and important
target for future research.”
At first glance, the general result by Berndt and Liśkiewicz [9] has already illustrated the
feasibility of ASAs on randomized PKE algorithms, and, further, a concrete attack was indeed
exhibited on the CPA-secure PKE by Russell et al. [33] (where their main result was a concrete
architectural setting and construction to prevent such attacks). However, as we will explain
below, the impact of such univerisal ASAs on PKE encryption algorithm turns out to be much
weaker (i.e., much less efficient) than those on symmetric encryption [7, 6]. We concentrate in
this work on subverting the system via the content of its ciphertexts.
Limited efficiency and impact of previously known ASAs on PKE. It is proved that
the exfiltration rate of universal ASAs—the number of embedded bits per ciphertext—suffers
a logarithmic upper bound[9]. Concretely, for the case of encryption schemes, no universal and
consistent ASA is able to embed more than log(κ) (κ is the key length) bits of information into a
single ciphertext in the random oracle model. Although this upper bound is somewhat limited,
it does not significantly weaken the impact of universal ASAs on secret-key algorithms [7, 6, 3],
since given sufficient ciphertexts—or sufficient signatures in the case of signature schemes—the
adversary can extract the whole secret key, and afterwards can completely break the security
of these algorithms, as long as the underlying secret key remains unchanged. However, when it
comes to the case of PKE, the impact of universal ASAs turns out to be quite impractical as
the encryption procedure of PKE has only access to the public key, and thus it is impossible
to leak the secret key via subverting the PKE encryption algorithm itself (via the ciphertexts).
Hence, as we see it, the best possible goal for ASAs on PKE encryption procedure is to recover
plaintexts. For legitimate users, this seems somewhat positive as different from the (fixed)
secret key, the plaintext is usually much longer, and thus the adversary needs to collect much
more ciphertexts—due to the logarithmic upper bound of universal ASAs—to recover the whole
plaintext successfully. Note that although gaining one-bit information of plaintext suffices for
the adversary to win the indistinguishibility-based security game (e.g., IND-CPA), such a bitby-bit recovery of plaintext is rather inefficient and thus not desirable from the point of view of
the adversary, especially given the fact that plaintexts are usually fresh across various encryption
sessions in reality.
Concrete examples. We apply Bellare et al.’s ASAs [7, 6] to PKE to give a more intuitive
picture. Precisely, the biased ciphertext attack [7]—using rejection sampling of randomness—
could be also mounted on PKE and it has been indeed proposed by Russell et al. [33] to leak the
plaintext bit from the subverted PKE ciphertext. However, such an attack could only leak one
bit of information per subverted ciphertext, and thus fully recovering a plaintext would (at least)
require as many ciphertexts as the length of a plaintext. This concretely shows that existing
ASAs are relatively inefficient on PKE. Moreover, such an attack is stateful with a large state,
as it needs to maintain a global counter that represents which bit(s) of the plaintext it is trying
to exfiltrate in each run. This weakens the robustness of attacks in practice as it depends on a
state related to a long system history, in order to successfully leak the whole plaintext of PKE
encryption. Note also that the strong ASA proposed in [6]—although being stateless—turns
out to be much less efficient on PKE due to the application of the coupon collector’s problem.
Our concrete question: efficient and robust ASAs on PKE? The aforementioned observations and the importance of better understanding of the impact of ASAs, motivated us to
consider the following question:
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Are there ASAs that could be efficiently mounted on a wide range of PKE schemes and
only have much limited (i.e., constant length) dependency on the system history?
In particular, we mainly consider the possibility of practical ASAs on PKE that enable the
plaintext recovery with a constant number—independent of the plaintext length—of ciphertexts
while only depending on a short system history. Generally, a stateful attack is more robust
if its state depends on just a small history. For example, in the backdoored Dual EC DRBG
(Dual Elliptic Curve Deterministic Random Bit Generator)[11], an attack which apparently
was successfully employed, there is a dependency on prior public randomness and learning the
current seed. Nevertheless, it turned out to be deployed and the limited dependency does not
weaken its impacts on practical systems. This is mainly due to the fact that an implementation
of pseudo-random generators (PRGs), in fact, needs to maintain some states and the state
of generators always persists for a while at least in systems (hence, some limited dependency
on the past is natural, whereas long history dependency is not that typical and creates more
complicated state management).
Remark: Young and Yung’s Kleptography [35, 36, 37]. In the line of kleptography, subversions
of PKE have been studied (primarily of key generation procedures of PKE) by Young and Yung
[35, 36, 37]. They introduced the notion of secretly embedded trapdoor with universal protection
(SETUP) mechanism, which enables the attacker to exclusively and efficiently recover the user
private information. Young and Yung showed how SETUP can be embedded in several concrete
cryptosystems including RSA, ElGamal key generation and Diffie-Hellman key exchange [35,
36, 37]. Our motivation may be viewed as a modern take on Young and Yung’s kleptographic
attacks on PKE key generation, but in the ASA model against the encryption operation itself,
and particularly we ask: to what extent their type of attacks may be extended to cover PKE
encryption algorithms (and composed methods like hybrid encryption) more generally?

1.2

Our Results

In this work, we provide an affirmative answer to the above question by proposing a practical
ASA that is generically applicable to a wide range of PKE schemes, demonstrating that ASAs
on PKE could be much more dangerous than previously thought. Our idea is initially inspired
by the observation that almost all primary PKE constructions adopt the hybrid encryption:
a public key cryptosystem (the key encapsulation mechanism or KEM) is used to encapsulate
the so-called session key which is subsequently used to encrypt the plaintext by a symmetric
encryption algorithm (the data encapsulation mechanism or DEM). Specifically, we turn to
consider the possibility of substituting the underlying KEM stealthily so that the attacker is
able to recover the session key to break the DEM (and thereafter recover the plaintext). The
idea behind such an attack strategy is somewhat intuitive as compared with the plaintext
that might be of arbitrary length, the session key is usually much shorter and thus easier to
recover. However, this does not immediately gain much efficiency improvement in subverting
PKE encryption, mainly due to the fact that the underlying KEM produces fresh session keys in
between various encryption invocations. Hence, we further explore the feasibility of efficient ASA
on KEMs that could successfully recover a session key from a constant number of ciphertexts.
Given the logarithmic upper bound of universal ASAs [9], we turn to study the possibility of
non-black-box yet still general ASAs.
To the end, due to the successful dentification of a general structural weakness in existing
KEM constructions, we manage to mount a much more efficient ASA on KEMs that could
recover a session key from only two successive ciphertexts, which means that the state required
by the attack is much smaller than the generic one. In fact, the state relation (as we will discuss
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below) in our proposed ASA is similar to that of the well-known Dual EC DRBG attack, and
thus it is similar to typical state cryptosystems keep in operation, which indicates that the
attack is very robust in actual systems.
Our proposed attack relies on the novel identification of non-black-box yet general enough
properties that yield practical ASAs on KEMs. Also, it is a fundamental property that turns out
to be conceptually easy to explain after we formulate the non-black-box assumption. However,
we remark that the exact formulations and analysis are challenging. In particular, we are
able to prove that the attack works only assuming that the underlying KEM satisfies some
special properties, and we formally define them, rigorously showing a wide range of KEMs
suffering from our ASA. This new finding explains why the attack was not considered before,
even though the rationale behind our attack (as briefly shown below) was implicitly informally
already hinted about if one considers the cases given in [35]. In fact, our attack could be regarded
as a general extension of Young and Yung’s kleptographic attacks in the ASA model against
the modern encryption procedures of PKE schemes. More broadly, our work may shed some
light on further exploring the non-black-box but quite general structural weaknesses of other
composed cryptographic primitives (which the KEM/ DEM paradigm is an example of), that
may make them susceptible to more efficient and effective ASAs that surpass the logarithmic
upper bound of universal ASAs [9].
Our contributions. To summarize, we make the following contributions.
1. We formalize an asymmetric ASA model for KEMs. Compared with previous works
that mainly studied symmetric ASAs [7, 6, 3, 17], in this work we consider a stronger
setting where revealing the hard-wired subversion key does not provide users with the
same cryptographic capabilities as the subverter.
2. We redefine the KEM syntax in a module level with two new properties—namely universal decryptability and key-pseudo-randomness—that are vital to our proposed ASA.
We then introduce a generic ASA and rigorously prove its session-key-recoverability and
undetectability in our ASA model.
3. We show that our attack works on a wide range of KEMs including the generic construction from hash proof system [27, 23]; and concrete KEMs derived from popular PKE
schemes such as the Cramer-Shoup scheme [15], the Kurosawa-Desmedt scheme [27], and
the Hofheinz-Kiltz scheme [23].
Below we further elaborate on the results presented in this work.
Asymmetric ASA model. We start with briefly introducing the adopted ASA model in our
work. Current ASA models [7, 6, 3, 17, 9] are in the symmetric setting where the subversion key
hard-wired in the (subverted) algorithm is the same with the one used for secret key recovery.
Such a symmetric setting would enable anyone who reverse-engineers the subversion key from
the subverted algorithm to have the same cryptographic ability as the subverter. In this work,
we turn to the asymmetric ASA setting advocated by kleptograhic attacks [36], and we carefully
formalize an asymmetric ASA model specifically for KEMs. In our model, the subverted KEM
contains the public subversion key while the corresponding secret subversion key is only known
to the subverter. The session key recovery requires the secret subversion key and thus the
attacking ability is exclusive to the subverter (and is not acquired by reverse engineering the
subverted device). Also, we further enhance the notion of undetectability in the sense that the
detector is allowed to know the public subversion key in the detection game. We note that in
[7], an asymmetric ASA model is also discussed in the context of symmetric encryption, whereas
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KEM.Enc

KEM.Enc
r1

r2
KEM.Dec

(K1 , C1 )

KEM.Enc
r3

···

KEM.Dec

( K2 , C2 )

ri+1

ri
KEM.Dec

( K3 , C3 )

(Ki , Ci )

( Ki+1 , Ci+1 )

Figure 1: The sketch map of our ASA on (simplfied) KEMs. The dashed line at the top
represents that in the subverted encapsulation algorithm, ri+1 is derived from ri (i starts with
“1”) via running the legitimate algorithm KEM.Enc. The dashed diagonal line indicates that
the attacker recovers ri+1 (and Ki+1 ) from Ci via running KEM.Dec.
all the proposed ASAs are symmetric. In fact, as we will show later, the asymmetric setting
essentially enables our proposed effective ASAs.
A sketch map of our ASA (simplified version). We now informally describe our identified
non-black-box structural weakness in existing KEM constructions and show how it enables our
efficient attack. We remark that here we only take the case of simplified KEM as an example to
illustrate our basic idea. For more details and formal analysis we refer the reader to Section 4.2
where we present our ASA on more general KEMs. We first roughly recall the syntax of
(simplified) KEM. Informally, a KEM is defined by a tuple of algorithms (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen,
KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec). The key generation algorithm KEM.Gen generates the public/secret key
pair (pk, sk). The encapsulation algorithm KEM.Enc takes as input pk and output the session
key K with the key ciphertext C. The decapsulation algorithm KEM.Dec uses sk to decrypt
C for computing K. Our proposed ASA is essentially inspired by the observation that many
popular KEM constructions, in fact, produce “public-key-independent” ciphertexts which only
depend on the internal random coins generated by KEM.Enc while is independent of the public
key. Consequently, such kind of key ciphertexts are “decryptable” with any key pair honestly
generated by KEM.Gen (formalized as universal decryptability in our work). Relying on this
fact, we manage to mount a substitution attack on KEM.Enc via manipulating the internal
random coin. Specifically, the subverter runs the legitimate algorithm KEM.Gen—with the
public parameter—to generate the subversion key pair (psk, ssk) of which psk is hard-wired in
the subverted KEM.Enc (denoted by ASA.Enc in our ASA model), while ssk is exclusively held by
the subverter. Note that KEM.Enc would be run repeatedly in an ongoing encryption procedure
of PKE and let ri denote the random coin generated by KEM.Enc in its i-th invocation. Ideally, it
is expected that random coins from different invocations are generated independently. However,
in our designed ASA.Enc, as roughly depicted in Fig. 1, the random coin ri+1 is actually derived
via KEM.Enc taking psk and ri (maintained as an internal state) as inputs. Consequently, due
to the universal decryptability of KEM, the subverter is able to recompute ri+1 (and thereafter
recover the session key Ki+1 ) by running KEM.Dec to decrypt Ci using ssk. In this way, our
attack enables the subverter to recover the session key of a subverted ciphertext with the help
of the previous subverted ciphertext.
On the robustness of our stateful attacks. As pointed out by Bellare et al. [6], stateful
ASAs may become detectable upon the system reboot (e.g., resetting the state). However,
we argue below that the state in our attack is practically acceptable, and our attack could
still be very robust and meaningful in cryptographic implementation practices nowadays. The
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state relation (i.e., only the previous randomness) in our proposed ASA is similar to that of
Dual EC DRBG, and is much more limited than the stateful ASA on symmetric encryption
[7], which needs to maintain a global counter that represents which bit(s) of the secret is
trying to exfiltrate in each run. More broadly, modern cryptosystems in the cloud services are
implemented typically in secure hardware modules that are rented to cloud customers. This
has become a popular configuration in recent years. It is inconceivable that such service cannot
be temporarily non-volatile and stateful. Even if it happens or all relevant tools are reinitiated
at system initiation, our attack persists since we do not really need a state depending on the
entire system history, but only the randomness generated in the previous session. Therefore,
we categorically see no practical weakness with our configuration, primarily in view of modern
secure hardware modules as cryptographic implementations, and the successful large scale attack
on Dual EC DRBG [11].

2

Preliminaries

Notations. For any randomized algorithm F, y := F(x; r) denotes the output of F on the
fixed randomness r and y ←$ F(x) denotes the random output of F. We write AO1 ,O2 ,··· (x, y, · · · )
to indicate that A is an algorithm with inputs x, y, · · · and access to oracle O1 , O2 , · · · . Let
z ← AO1 ,O2 ,··· (x, y, · · · ) denote the outputs of running A with inputs (x, y, · · · ) and access to
oracles O1 , O2 , · · · .

2.1

Entropy Smoothing Hash Functions

Let H = {Hk̂ }k̂∈K̂ (K̂ is the key space) be a family of keyed hash functions, where every function
Hk̂ maps an element of group X to another element of group Y . Let D be a PPT algorithm that
takes as input an element of K̂, and an element from Y , and outputs a bit. The ES-advantage
of D is defined as
h
i
h
i
:=
Adves
(n)
|
Pr
D(
k̂,
H
(x))
=
1|
k̂
←
$
K̂,
x
←
$
X
−
Pr
D(
k̂,
y)
=
1|
k̂
←
$
K̂,
y
←
$
Y
|.
H,D
k̂
We say H is es (n)-entropy smoothing if for any PPT algorithm D, Adves
H,D (n) ≤ es (n). It
has been shown in [19] that the CBC-MAC, HMAC and Merkle-Damgård constructions meet
the above definition on certain conditions.

2.2

Key Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM)

Syntax. A key encapsulation mechanism KEM consists of algorithms (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen,
KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec) which are formally defined as below.
• KEM.Setup(1n ). Takes as input the security parameter n ∈ N and outputs the public
parameter pp. We assume pp is taken by all other algorithms as input (except of KEM.Gen
where it is explicitly given).
• KEM.Gen(pp). Takes as input pp, and outputs the key pair (pk, sk).
• KEM.Enc(pk). Takes as input the public key pk, and outputs (K, ψ) where K is the session
key and ψ is the ciphertext.
• KEM.Dec(sk, ψ). Takes as input the secret key sk and the ciphertext ψ, and outputs the
session key K or ⊥.
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Correctness. Let KEM = (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec) be a KEM. We say
KEM satisfies correctness if for any n ∈ N, for any pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n ), for any (pk, sk) ←$
KEM.Gen(pp), we have KEM.Dec(sk, ψ) = K where (K, ψ) ←$ KEM.Enc(pk).
Security. Let KEM = (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec) be a KEM. We say KEM
is IND-CCA-secure if for any PPT adversary A,


pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n )





(pk, sk) ←$ KEM.Gen(pp) 

 1


0
∗
:=
Advcca
(n)
Pr
b
=
b
:
≤ negl(n) ,

(K0 , ψ ) ←$ KEM.Enc(pk)  −
kem,A

 2




K1 ←$ Kkem , b ←$ {0, 1}


0
O
(·)
∗
Dec
b ←A
(pk, Kb , ψ )
where Kkem is the key space of KEM, and ODec is a decryption oracle that on input any
ciphertext ψ, returns K := KEM.Dec(sk, ψ) on the condition that ψ 6= ψ ∗ . As a weak security
definition, we say KEM is IND-CPA-secure if in the above definition, the adversary is restricted
not to query ODec .

3

Asymmetric ASA Model for KEMs

In this section, we extend the notion of ASA model by Bellare et al. [7] to the asymmetric
setting for KEMs. We remark that we mainly consider substitution attacks against the encapsulation algorithm while assuming that the key generation and decapsulation algorithm are
not subverted. It is worth noting that via subverting the decapsulation algorithm it is possible to exfiltrate decapsulation key. Particularly, in a recent work [1], Armour and Poettering
demonstrated the feasibility of exfiltrating secret keys by subverting the decryption algorithm
of AEAD.

3.1

Asymmetric ASA on KEMs

An ASA on KEM is that in the real-world implementation, the attacker replaces the legitimate
algorithm KEM.Enc by a subverted one denoted by ASA.Enc, which hard-wires some auxiliary
information chosen by the subverter. The goal of subverter is to break the security of the
subverted KEM. The algorithm ASA.Enc could be arbitrary. Particularly, the randomness space
in ASA.Enc could be different from that of KEM.Enc, and the subverted ciphertext space is not
necessarily equal to the valid ciphertext space of KEM.Enc1 . Also, ASA.Enc may be stateful by
maintaining some internal state, even in the case that KEM.Enc is not.
Syntax. Let KEM = (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec) be a KEM which generates
pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n ) and (pk, sk) ←$ KEM.Gen(pp). An asymmetric ASA on KEM is denoted
by ASA = (ASA.Gen, ASA.Enc, ASA.Rec).
• (psk, ssk) ←$ ASA.Gen(pp). The subversion key generation algorithm takes as input pp,
and outputs the subversion key pair (psk, ssk). This algorithm is run by the subverter.
The public subversion key psk is hard-wired in the subverted algorithm while the secret
subversion key ssk is hold by the attacker.
1

For example, the subverted algorithm ASA.Enc may directly output the key as its ciphertext.
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• (K, ψ) ←$ ASA.Enc(pk, psk, τ ). The subverted encapsulation algorithm takes as input pk,
psk, and the (possible) internal state τ , outputs (K, ψ) and updates the state τ (if exists).
This algorithm is created by the subverter and run by the legitimate user. The state τ is
never revealed to the outside.
• K ←$ ASA.Rec(pk, ssk, ψ, Φψ ). The key recovery algorithm takes as input pk, ssk, ψ and
an associated ciphertext set Φψ , and outputs K or ⊥. This algorithm is run by the
subverter to recover the session key K encapsulated in ψ.
Remark. The algorithm ASA.Rec is run by the subverter to “decrypt” the subverted ciphertext ψ—output by ASA.Enc—using the secret subversion key ssk that is associated with psk
hard-wired in ASA.Enc. However, due to the information-theoretic reasons, it might be impossible for the subverter to recover the key given the subverted ciphertext only. Therefore, we
generally assume that the subverter needs some associated ciphertexts (e.g., a tuple of previous
ciphertexts) to successfully run ASA.Rec. More details are provided in Section 4.2.
Below we define the notion of decryptability which says that the subverted ciphertext—
produced by ASA.Enc—is still decryptable to the legitimate receiver. In fact, decryptability
could be viewed as the basic form of undetectability notion defined in Section 3.3.
Definition 3.1 (Decryptability). Let ASA = (ASA.Gen, ASA.Enc, ASA.Rec) be an ASA on
KEM = (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec). We say ASA preserves decryptability
for KEM if for any n ∈ N, any pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n ), and any (pk, sk) ←$ KEM.Gen(pp), for
any (psk, ssk) ←$ ASA.Gen(pp), and all state τ ∈ {0, 1}∗ ,
Pr[Dec(sk, ψ) 6= K : (K, ψ) ←$ ASA.Enc(pk, psk, τ )] ≤ negl(n) ,
where the probability is taken over the randomness of algorithm ASA.Enc.

3.2

Session Key Recovery

Generally, the goal of the subverter is to gain some advantages in attacking the scheme. In
the ASA model for symmetric encryption and signature schemes, the notion of key recovery is
defined as a strong goal [6, 3]. However, for KEMs, the encapsulation algorithm has no access
to the secret (decapsulation) key and thus it is impossible to exfiltrate the long-term secret of
a subverted encapsulation algorithm. Alternatively, we define another notion which captures
the ability of the subverter—who has the secret subversion key ssk—to recover the session key
from the subverted ciphertext. In the following definition, we let Γ denote the internal state
space of ASA.
Definition 3.2 (Session-Key-Recoverability). Let ASA = (ASA.Gen, ASA.Enc, ASA.Rec) be
an ASA on KEM = (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec). We say that ASA is
session-key-recoverable if for any n ∈ N, any pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n ), and any (pk, sk)
←$ KEM.Gen(pp), for any (psk, ssk) ←$ ASA.Gen(pp), and any τ ∈ Γ,
Pr[ASA.Rec(pk, ssk, ψ, Φψ ) 6= K : (K, ψ) ←$ ASA.Enc(pk, psk, τ )] ≤ negl(n) .
Here we implicitly assume that for every state τ ∈ Γ, the subverted ciphertext ψ and the
associated ciphertext set Φψ exist, i.e., Φψ 6= ∅.
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3.3

Undetectability

The notion of undetectability denotes the inability of ordinary users to tell whether the ciphertext is produced by a subverted encapsulation algorithm ASA.Enc or the legitimate encapsulation algorithm KEM.Enc. Different from conventional security games, here the challenger is the
subverter who aims to subvert the encapsulation algorithm without being detected, while the
detector (denoted by U) is the legitimate user who aims to detect the subversion via a black-box
access to the algorithm.
Note that our undetectability notion does not cover all possible detection strategies in the
real world, such as comparing the (possibly subverted) code execution time with that of a
legitimate code. In fact, as argued by Bellare et al. [6], it is impossible for an ASA to evade all
forms of detection and there is usually a tradeoff between detection effort and attack success.
Definition 3.3 (Secret Undetectability). Let ASA = (ASA.Gen, ASA.Enc, ASA.Rec) be an ASA
on KEM = (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec). For a user U, we define the advantage
function


pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n )





{(pk` , sk` )}u`=1 ←$ KEM.Gen(pp) 

 1


0
Advu-det
− ,
asa,U (n) := Pr b = b : (psk, ssk) ←$ ASA.Gen(pp)

 2




τ := ε, b ←$ {0, 1}


u
0
O
b ← U Enc ({(pk` , sk` )}`=1 , psk)
where OEnc is an encapsulation oracle that for each query of input pk` (` ∈ [1, u]) by user U,
returns (K, ψ) which are generated depending on the bit b:
• if b = 1, (K, ψ) ←$ KEM.Enc(pk` );
• if b = 0, (K, ψ) ←$ ASA.Enc(pk` , psk, τ ).
We say ASA is secretly (u, q, )-undetectable w.r.t. KEM if for all PPT users U that make
q ∈ N queries with u ∈ N key pairs, Advu-det
asa,U (n) ≤ .
Alternatively, we say ASA is publicly (u, q, )-undetectable w.r.t. KEM if in the above
definition of advantage function, user U is only provided with pk but not sk. Such an undetectability notion may still make sense in the real world as when the user is the encryptor, it
may only know the public key. Nevertheless, since that secret undetectability clearly implies
public undetectability, we only consider secret undetectability for ASAs on KEMs in this work.
Strong undetectability. The notion of strong undetectability was introduced by Bellare et al.
[6] for the case of subverting symmetric encryption. In the definition of strong undetectability,
the challenger also returns the state to the user. This mainly considers a strong detection where
the detector may be able to see all outputs written to the memory of the machine when the
subverted code is running. Meeting such a strong notion naturally limits the ASA to be stateless
otherwise it would be detectable to the user. We remark that our proposed ASA on KEM in
this work is stateful and thus does not satisfy strong undetectability. However, in contrast
to the stateful ASAs [7] which need a global counter indicating what happens in each round,
the state in our attack is much more limited. Particularly, similar to the case of stateful Dual
EC[11]—also most PRGs—our attack only depends on the previous randomness. Therefore, we
insist that the state we need is practically acceptable, and our attack is robust and meaningful.
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KEM.Gen(pp)
(ek, dk) ←$ KEM.Ek(pp)
(tk, vk) ←$ KEM.Tk(pp)
pk := (ek, tk)
sk := (dk, vk)
Return (pk, sk)

KEM.Enc(pk)
r ←$ KEM.Rg(pp)

KEM.Dec(sk, ψ = (C, π))
K 0 := KEM.Kd(dk, C)

K := KEM.Kg(ek, r)

π 0 := KEM.Vf(vk, C)

C := KEM.Cg(r)

If π 0 = π then K := K 0

π := KEM.Tg(tk, r)
Return (K, ψ = (C, π))

Else K := ⊥
Return K

Figure 2: Module-level Syntax of KEM. The boxed algorithms are optional.

Multi-user undetectability. Here we only consider the case of a single user in Definition 3.3
for simplicity. One could extend our notion to the more general setting of multi-user. Precisely,
in the undetectability definition for the multi-user setting, user U also receives multiple key
pairs from the challenger and is allowed to make polynomially many queries to ν identical
encapsulation oracles independently and adaptively (ν denotes the user number).
Remark. Compared with the undetectability notion [7, 6, 3], the challenger in our definition
additionally provides the user with the subversion key hard-wired in the subverted algorithm.
From this aspect, our notion is stronger than the symmetric ASA where the hard-wired subversion key is not allowed to be revealed to the user. In fact, any ASA meeting our undetectability
notion implicitly implies that revealing the hard-wired subversion key does not provide users
with the same cryptographic capabilities as the subverter.

4

Mounting ASAs on KEMs

We present an ASA on KEMs that enables the subverter to recover the session key efficiently
while the attack is undetectable to the user. We first revisit the KEM syntax in the module
level so that it has some notational advantages in describing our proposed ASA. New properties
with respect to the module-level KEM are then explicitly defined for the formal analysis of the
proposed attack.

4.1

A Module-Level Syntax of KEM

The module-level KEM syntax is mainly depicted in Fig. 2.
• pp ← KEM.Setup(1n ). Takes as input the security parameter n ∈ N and outputs the
public parameter pp which includes the descriptions of the session key space Kkem and the
randomness space Rkem .
• (pk = (ek, tk), sk = (dk, vk)) ← KEM.Gen(pp). Takes as input the public parameter and
runs the following sub-algorithms.
– (ek, dk) ← KEM.Ek(pp). The encapsulation key generation algorithm generates the
key pair (ek, dk) for key encapsulation and decapsulation.
– (tk, vk) ← KEM.Tk(pp). The tag key generation algorithm generates the key pair
(tk, vk) for tag generation and verification. This algorithm is usually required only
for KEM of strong security, e.g., IND-CCA security.
• (K, ψ = (C, π)) ← KEM.Enc(pk). Takes as input the public key and runs the following
sub-algorithms.
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• r ← KEM.Rg(pp). The randomness generation algorithm picks r ←$ Rkem .
• K ← KEM.Kg(ek, r). The encapsulated key generation algorithm takes as input ek
and randomness r, and outputs key K.
• C ← KEM.Cg(r). The key ciphertext generation algorithm takes as input randomness
r, and outputs key ciphertext C.
• π ← KEM.Tg(tk, r). The tag generation algorithm takes as input tk and r, and
outputs the ciphertext tag π.
• K/⊥ ← KEM.Dec (sk, ψ = (C, π)). Takes as input the secret key and the ciphertext, and
runs the following sub-algorithms.
• K ← KEM.Kd(dk, C). The ciphertext decapsulation algorithm takes as input dk and
C, and outputs key K.
• π 0 ← KEM.Vf(vk, C) . The tag re-generation algorithm takes as input vk and C, and
outputs tag π 0 .
The key K is finally output if π 0 = π. Otherwise, ⊥ is output.
Remark. Our syntax mainly covers KEMs of the following features. First, the generation
of key ciphertext (KEM.Cg) is independent of the public key. Although this is quite general
for most KEM constructions, it fails to cover KEMs that require public key for ciphertext
generation. For example, the lattice-based KEM in [30] produces ciphertexts depending on the
encapsulation key and thus it is not captured by our framework. Second, the separation of
ciphertext and tag clearly indicates explicit-rejection KEMs, i.e., all inconsistent ciphertexts
get immediately rejected by the decapsulation algorithm. Although explicit-rejection variants
are generally popular, some special setting requires implicit-rejection KEMs, where inconsistent
ciphertexts yield one uniform key and hence will be rejected by the authentication module of
the encryption scheme. Concrete examples could be found in [23]. Nevertheless, in Section
5.2, we show that our defined KEM framework already covers many known KEM constructions
derived from popular schemes, such as the Cramer-Shoup scheme[15], the Kurosawa-Desmedt
scheme[27], and the Hofheinz-Kiltz scheme[23].

4.2

Our Non-Black-Box ASA on KEMs

Following the above module-level syntax, we first identify and formalize two new non-black-box
properties for KEMs, which essentially enable our extremely efficient ASA against KEMs.
Non-black-box properties formulations. Our notions, namely universal decryptability and
key-pseudo-randomness, are actually met by all known KEMs that could be interpreted using
our module-level syntax. Here we explicitly define them as they are vital to our proposed ASA.
The first non-black-box assumption, i.e., universal decryptability, says that any key ciphertext C output by KEM.Cg is decryptable via KEM.Kd with any dk output by KEM.Ek.
Definition 4.1 (Universal Decryptability). Let KEM = (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc,
KEM.Dec) be a KEM defined in Fig. 2. We say KEM is universally decryptable if for any
n ∈ N, pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n ), for any r ←$ KEM.Rg(pp) and C := KEM.Cg(r), we have
KEM.Kd(dk, C) = KEM.Kg(ek, r)
holds for any (ek, dk) ←$ KEM.Ek(pp).
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The second notion, i.e., key-pseudo-randomness, indicates that the key produced by KEM.Kg
is computationally indistinguishable from a random key.
Definition 4.2 (Key-Pseudo-Randomness). Let KEM = (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc,
KEM.Dec) be a KEM as defined in Fig. 2. We say KEM is prk -key-pseudo-random if for
any PPT adversary A, we have


pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n )




r ←$ KEM.Rg(pp)








C := KEM.Cg(r)
 1



0
:=
Advprk
(n)
Pr
b
=
b
:
≤ prk .
−

(ek,
dk)
←
$
KEM.Ek(pp)
kem,A
 2




b ←$ {0, 1}, K0 ←$ Kkem 






:=
K
KEM.Kg(ek,
r)
1


0
b ← A(ek, Kb , C)
Remark. One may note that for those KEMs that are only IND-CPA-secure (i.e., no tag
generation/verification is involved in key encapsulation/decapsulation), our formalized notions
of universal decryptability and key-pseudo-randomness are actually the typical properties of
“perfect correctness” and “IND-CPA security” respectively for KEMs that follows the above
module-level syntax. Here we explicitly redefine them for generality consideration since we are
also interested in exploring effective ASAs on IND-CCA-secure KEMs.
The proposed attack. We now describe our proposed (asymmetric) ASA. Let KEM =
(KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec) be a KEM. Consider a sequential execution of
KEM.Enc. Suppose pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n ) and
(pk = (ek, tk), sk = (dk, vk)) ←$ KEM.Gen(pp).
Let (Ki , ψi = (Ci , πi )) denote the output of the i-th execution of KEM.Enc, for which the internal
randomness is denoted as ri ←$ KEM.Rg(pp). That is, Ki := KEM.Kg(ek, ri ), Ci := KEM.Cg(ri ),
and πi := KEM.Tg(tk, ri ).
Our ASA on KEM is depicted in Fig. 3. Below are more details.
Subversion Key Generation (ASA.Gen). The subversion key generation algorithm runs (psk, ssk)
←$ KEM.Ek(pp). Note that psk is hard-wired in the subverted key encapsulation algorithm
ASA.Enc while ssk is kept by the subverter. Our ASA also makes use of a family of keyed hash
function H := {Hk̂ }k̂∈K̂ , where each Hk̂ maps Kkem to Rkem (both Kkem and Rkem are defined by
pp). Therefore, the hash function key k̂ is also hard-wired in the subverted algorithm ASA.Enc.
Subverted Encapsulation (ASA.Enc). As depicted in the right of Fig. 3, the subverted encapsulation algorithm ASA.Enc takes the public key pk, the hard-wired key psk and the internal state
τ as input. The initial value of τ is set as τ := ε. Then for the i-th execution (i ≥ 1), ASA.Enc
executes the same as KEM.Enc does except of:
• For algorithm KEM.Enc, the randomness ri is generated via running KEM.Rg to sample
ri ←$ Rkem uniformly.
• For algorithm ASA.Enc, if τ = ε, the randomness ri is generated via running KEM.Rg;
otherwise, ri is generated via firstly running t := KEM.Kg(psk, τ ) and then computing
ri := Hk̂ (t). The internal state τ is then updated to ri .
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ASA.Gen(pp)

ASA.Enc(pk, psk, τ )

/*i-th execution*/

If τ = ε then

(psk, ssk) ←$ KEM.Ek(pp)

ri ←$ KEM.Rg(pp)

Return (psk, ssk)

Else
t := KEM.Kg(psk, τ )
ASA.Rec(pk, ssk, Ci , Ci-1 )

/*i > 1*/

ri := Hk̂ (t)

t := KEM.Kd(ssk, Ci-1 )

Ki := KEM.Kg(ek, ri )

ri := Hk̂ (t)

Ci := KEM.Cg(ri )

Ki := KEM.Kg(ek, ri )

πi := KEM.Tg(tk, ri )
τ := ri

Return Ki

Return (Ki , ψi = (Ci , πi ))

Figure 3: The generic ASA on KEMs. The grey background highlights the difference between
ASA.Enc and KEM.Enc.

The generation of ciphertext Ci and the session key Ki still follow the legitimate procedure,
i.e., by running algorithm KEM.Cg and KEM.Kg respectively.
Session Key Recovery (ASA.Rec). The left down part of Fig. 3 depicts the encapsulated key
recovery algorithm ASA.Rec run by the subverter. To recover the session key encapsulated in
the subverted ciphertext Ci (i > 1), the subverter first uses ssk to decrypt the ciphertext Ci-1
to recover t and then computes ri , based on which the key Ki —encapsulated in Ci —could be
trivially computed. It is worth noting that the subverted ciphertext Ci is in fact not used in the
running of ASA.Rec to recover the underlying key Ki . The core idea of the session key recovery
is to recover the randomness ri by using ssk to decapsulate Ci-1 which is actually the associated
ciphertext of Ci .

4.3

Formal Analysis

Let KEM = (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec) be a KEM and ASA = (ASA.Gen,
ASA.Enc, ASA.Rec) be an ASA on KEM described in Fig. 3. Then we have the following results.
Theorem 4.1. The ASA depicted in Fig. 3 preserves the decryptability of KEM.
Proof. This clearly holds as ASA.Enc is the same as the original algorithm KEM.Enc except of the
internal randomness generation. Particularly, the generation of ciphertext and key essentially
remain unchanged in ASA.Enc.
Theorem 4.2. The ASA depicted in Fig. 3 is session-key-recoverable if KEM is universally
decryptable.
Proof. Note that the notion of session-key-recoverability is defined for the subverted ciphertext ψ which has the associated ciphertexts Φ, i.e., Φψ 6= ∅. That is, here we consider
the session-key-recoverability for all subverted ciphertext Ci where i ≥ 2. By the fact that
KEM is universally decryptable, we have that KEM.Kd(ssk, Ci-1 ) = KEM.Kg(psk, ri-1 ) holds
for all ri-1 ∈ Rkem (i ≥ 2) and Ci-1 := KEM.Cg(ri-1 ), and for all (psk, ssk) ←$ KEM.Ek. Note
that the randomness recovered in ASA.Rec equals to that from ASA.Enc. Therefore, we have
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Game G0 (n)
pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n )
u

{(pk` , sk` )}`=1 ←$ KEM.Gen(pp), (psk, ssk) ←$ KEM.Ek(pp)
u
τ := ε, b ←$ {0, 1}, b0 ← AOEnc ({(pk` , sk` )}`=1 , psk)

Return (b = b0 )
OEnc (pk` = (ek` , tk` ))
If (b = 1) then
(K, ψ) ←$ KEM.Enc(pk` )
Else
If τ = ε then
r ←$ KEM.Rg(pp)
Else
t := KEM.Kg(psk, τ )
r := Hk̂ (t)
K := KEM.Kg(ek` , r), C := KEM.Cg(r), π := KEM.Tg(tk` , r)
τ := r, ψ := (C, π)
Return (K, ψ)

Figure 4: Games G0 in the proof of Theorem 4.3

ASA.Rec(pk, ssk, Ci , Ci-1 ) = Ki for any (pk, sk) ←$ KEM.Gen and any (Ki , ψi = (Ci , πi )) ←$
ASA.Enc(pk, psk, ri-1 ).
Theorem 4.3. Assume KEM is prk (n)-key-pseudo-random and H is es (n)-entropy smoothing,
then our ASA depicted in Fig. 3 satisfies (u, q, )-undetectability where q is the query number
by the adversary in the detection game and
 ≤ (q − 1)(prk (n) + es (n)).
Proof. We prove this theorem via a sequence of games. Suppose that the adversary A makes
q queries in total to the oracle OEnc in the security game. We define a game sequence:
{G0 , G1,1 , G1,2 , G2,1 , G2,2 , · · · , Gq-1,1 , Gq-1,2 }. G0 is the real game and depicted in Fig. 4 while
{G1,1 , G1,2 , G2,1 , G2,2 , · · · , Gq-1,1 , Gq-1,2 } are described in Fig. 5. Note that in the following
illustrations, we also let G0,2 denote the game G0 for the consideration of notational consistency. Let Advx be the advantage function with respect to A in Game Gx . Below we provide
more details of G0 , Gj−1,1 and Gj−1,2 for all j ∈ [2, q]. Note that in all games Gj−1,1 and
Gj−1,2 (j ∈ [2, q]), an internal counter i (initialized to 0) is set for the encapsulation oracle and
increments upon each query by the adversary.
• Game G0 (i.e., G0,2 ): This game is the real game and thus we have
Advu-det
asa,U (n) = Adv0 .
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Game Gj-1,1 (n), Gj-1,2 (n)

(j ∈ [2, q])

pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n )
u

{(pk` , sk` )}`=1 ←$ KEM.Gen(pp)
(psk, ssk) ←$ KEM.Ek(pp),τ := ε, i := 0
u

b ←$ {0, 1}, b0 ← AOEnc ({(pk` , sk` )}`=1 , psk)
Return (b = b0 )
OEnc (pk` = (ek` , tk` ))
i := i + 1
If (b = 1) then
(K, ψ) ←$ KEM.Enc(pk` )
Else
If i < j then
r ←$ KEM.Rg(pp)
Else
If i = j then
t ←$ Kkem , r := Hk̂ (t)
r ←$ KEM.Rg(pp)
Else
t := KEM.Kg(psk, τ ), r := Hk̂ (t)
K := KEM.Kg(ek` , r), C := KEM.Cg(r), π := KEM.Tg(tk` , r)
τ := r, ψ := (C, π)
Return (K, ψ)

Figure 5: Games G1,1 , G1,2 , G2,1 , G2,2 , · · · , Gq-1,1 , Gq-1,2 in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Game
Gj-1,2 contains the corresponding boxed statements, but game Gj-1,1 does not.

• Game Gj-1,1 is identical to Gj-2,2 except that for the case of b = 0, to generate the
response for the j-th query of A, the challenger picks t ←$ Kkem instead of computing
t := KEM.Kg(psk, τ ). We claim that from the view of A, Gj-1,1 is indistinguishable
from Gj-2,2 if KEM is key-pseudo-random. That is, |Advj-2,2 − Advj-1,1 | ≤ prk (n). See
Lemma 4.4 for more details.
• Game Gj-1,2 is identical to Gj-1,1 except that for the case of b = 0, to generate the
response for the j-th query of A,r is derived by r ←$ KEM.Rg(pp) (i.e., r ←$ Rkem ) instead
of r := Hk̂ (t). We claim that from the view of A, Gj-1,2 is indistinguishable from Gj-1,1
if H is entropy smoothing. That is, |Advj-1,2 − Advj-1,1 | ≤ es (n). See Lemma 4.5 for more
details.
Lemma 4.4 (Gj-1,1 ≈c Gj-2,2 ). For all j ∈ [2, q] and all PPT adversary A,
|Advj-2,2 − Advj-1,1 | ≤ prk (n).
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Bj-1 (pp∗ , ek ∗ , K ∗ , C ∗ )
u
pp := pp∗ , psk := ek ∗ , τ := ε, i := 0, {(pk` , sk` )}`=1 ←$ KEM.Gen(pp)
sim

u

b ←$ {0, 1}, b0 ← AOEnc ({(pk` , sk` )}`=1 , psk)
Return (b = b0 )
sim
OEnc
(pk` = (ek` , tk` ))

i := i + 1
If (b = 1) then
(K, ψ) ←$ KEM.Enc(pk` )
Else
If i = (j − 1) then
C := C ∗ , K := KEM.Kd(dk` , C ∗ )
π := KEM.Vf(C ∗ , vk` ), ψ := (C, π)
Else
If i < (j − 1) then
r ←$ KEM.Rg(pp)
Else
If i = j then
t := K ∗ , r := Hk̂ (t)
Else
t := KEM.Kg(psk, τ ),r := Hk̂ (t)
K := KEM.Kg(ek` , r), C := KEM.Cg(r), π := KEM.Tg(tk, r)
τ := r, ψ := (C, π)
Return (K, ψ)

Figure 6: Adversary B attacking the key-pseudo-randomness of KEM in the proof of Lemma 4.4.

Proof. To prove this transition, we construct an adversary Bj-1 attacking the property of keypseudo-randomness of KEM. Suppose that Bj-1 receives (pp∗ , ek ∗ , K ∗ , C ∗ ) from the challenger
in the game defined in Definition 4.2. Its goal is to tell whether K ∗ is the key encapsulated in
C ∗ or a random value.
Bj-1 then simulates the detection game to interact with A via the procedure depicted in
Fig. 6. Bj-1 first sets psk = ek ∗ as the public subversion key and simulates the encapsulation
sim ) for A. Precisely, if b = 0, for each query with input pk = (ek , tk ),
oracle (denoted by OEnc
`
`
`
sim
OEnc performs depending on the internal counter i as follows.
• Case 1: i = (j − 1). Bj-1 sets C = C ∗ , computes K := KEM.Kd(dk` , C ∗ ) and π :=
KEM.Vf(C ∗ , vk` ), and returns (K, C, π).
• Case 2: i < (j-1). Bj-1 runs the algorithm KEM.Enc, i.e., KEM.Rg, KEM.Cg and KEM.Tg
sequentially, updates τ and returns the output.
• Case 3: i = j. Bj-1 sets t = K ∗ , computes r := Hk̂ (t), K := KEM.Kg(ek` , r), C :=
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Dj-1 (k̂, y ∗ )
pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n )
u

{(pk` , sk` )}`=1 ←$ KEM.Gen(pp), (psk, ssk) ←$ KEM.Ek(pp)
sim

u
τ := ε, i := 0, b ←$ {0, 1}, b0 ← AOEnc ({(pk` , sk` )}`=1 , psk)

Return (b = b0 )
sim
OEnc
(pk` = (ek` , tk` ))

i := i + 1
If (b = 1) then
(K, ψ) ←$ KEM.Enc(pk` )
Else
If i < j then
r ←$ KEM.Rg(pp)
Else
If i = j then
r := y ∗
Else
t := KEM.Kg(psk, τ ), r := Hk̂ (t)
K := KEM.Kg(ek` , r), C := KEM.Cg(r), π := KEM.Tg(tk` , r)
τ := r, ψ := (C, π)
Return (K, ψ)

Figure 7: Adversary D attacking the entropy smoothing hash function Hk̂ in the proof of
Lemma 4.5.

KEM.Cg(r) and π := KEM.Tg(tk` , r), updates τ and returns (K, C, π).
• Case 4: i > j. Bj-1 sets t := KEM.Kg(psk, τ ), computes r := Hk̂ (t), runs K :=
KEM.Kg(ek` , r), C := KEM.Cg(r) and π := KEM.Tg(tk` , r), updates τ and returns (K, C, π).
Finally, Bj-1 outputs 1 if A outputs b0 = b otherwise outputs 0.
One could note that if K ∗ is the key encapsulated in C ∗ , then the game simulated by Bj-1
is exactly the game Gj-2,2 from the view of A. Otherwise, the simulated game is Gj-1,1 from
the view of A. Therefore, we have |Advj-2,2 − Advj-1,1 | ≤ prk (n).
Lemma 4.5 (Gj-1,2 ≈c Gj-1,1 ). For all j ∈ [2, q] and all PPT adversary A,
|Advj-1,1 − Advj-1,2 | ≤ es (n).
Proof. To prove this transition, we construct an adversary Dj-1 attacking the entropy smoothing
hash function Hk̂ : Kkem → Rkem . Suppose that Dj-1 receives (k̂, y ∗ ) from the challenger. Its
goal is to tell whether y ∗ = Hk̂ (x) where x ←$ Kkem , or y ∗ ←$ Rkem .
Dj-1 then simulates the detection game to interact with A via the procedure depicted in
sim ) for A. Precisely, if b = 0, for
Fig. 7. Dj-1 simulates the encapsulation oracle (denoted by OEnc
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sim performs depending on the internal counter i as
each query with input pk` = (ek` , tk` ), OEnc
follows.

• Case 1: i < j. Dj-1 runs the algorithm KEM.Enc, i.e., runs KEM.Rg, KEM.Cg and
KEM.Tg sequentially, updates τ and returns the output.
• Case 2: i = j. Dj-1 sets r := y ∗ , runs K := KEM.Kg(ek` , r), C := KEM.Cg(r) and
π := KEM.Tg(tk` , r), updates τ and returns (K, C, π).
• Case 3: i > j. Dj-1 sets t := KEM.Kg(psk, τ ), computes r := Hk̂ (t), runs K :=
KEM.Kg(ek` , r), C := KEM.Cg(r) and π := KEM.Tg(tk` , r), updates τ and returns (K, C, π).
Finally, Dj-1 outputs 1 if A outputs b0 = b otherwise outputs 0.
One could note that from the view of A, if y ∗ = Hk̂ (x) where x ←$ Kkem , then the game
simulated by Dj-1 is exactly the game Gj-1,1 . Otherwise, the simulated game is Gj-1,2 . Hence,
we have |Advj-1,2 − Advj-1,1 | ≤ es (n).
Summary. Note that in Game Gq-1,2 , for all queries to OEnc , the challenger always runs the
algorithm KEM.Enc to generate the response and thus the view of the detector A actually does
not depend on the chosen bit b. Therefore,
Advq-1,2 ≤ negl(n) .
Putting all the above together, we have
Advu-det
asa,U (n) = Adv0
= |Adv0 − Adv1,1 + Adv1,1 − Adv1,2 + Adv1,2 − Adv2,1 + · · ·
+Advq-2,2 − Advq-1,1 + Advq-1,1 − Advq-1,2 + Advq-1,2 |
≤ |Adv0 − Adv1,1 | + |Adv1,1 − Adv1,2 | + |Adv1,2 − Adv2,1 | + · · ·
+|Advq-2,2 − Advq-1,1 | + |Advq-1,1 − Advq-1,2 | + Advq-1,2 |
≤ (q − 1)(prk (n) + es (n)).
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3.

5

Instantiations

In this section, we describe some popular KEM constructions that are subvertible to our proposed subversion.

5.1

KEMs from Hash Proof Systems

The notion of hash proof systems (HPS) [15] was firstly introduced by Cramer and Shoup to
generalize their PKE schemes [14].
Syntax of HPS. Let X , Y be sets and L ⊂ X be a language. Let Λhk : X → Y be a
hash function indexed with hk ∈ HK where HK is a set. We say a hash function Λhk is
projective if there exists a projection ϕ : HK → HP such that, (1) for every x ∈ L, the
value of Λhk (x) is uniquely determined by ϕ(hk) and x; and (2) for any x ∈ X \ L, it is
infeasible to compute Λhk (x) from ϕ(hk) and x. Formally, a hash proof system HPS consists
of (HPS.Setup, HPS.Gen, HPS.Pub, HPS.Priv):
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• HPS.Setup(1n ). The parameter generation algorithm takes as input 1n , and outputs pp =
(X , Y, L, HK, HP, Λ(·) : X → Y, ϕ : HK → HP).
• HPS.Gen(pp). The key generation algorithm takes as input pp. It outputs the secret
hashing key hk ←$ HK and the public key hp := ϕ(hk) ∈ HP.
• HPS.Pub(hp, x, w). The public evaluation algorithm takes as input hp = ϕ(hk), a language
element x ∈ L with the witness w of the fact that x ∈ L. It outputs the hash value
y = Λhk (x).
• HPS.Priv(hk, x). The private evaluation algorithm takes as input hk, an element x ∈ X .
It outputs the hash value y = Λhk (x).
It is generally assumed that one could efficiently sample elements from X . In this work, for
sampling x ∈ L, we explicitly define the following algorithms.
• HPS.Wit(pp). The witness sampling algorithm takes as input pp. It outputs a witness w
as w ←$ W where W is the witness space included in pp.
• HPS.Ele(w). The language element generation algorithm takes as input w. It outputs the
language element x ∈ L.
Note that here we require the language element generation only takes as input the witness
(and public parameter) and mainly consider the HPS where the projection key is independent
from the language element, which is also known as KV-type HPS [25].
Correctness. For all pp ←$ HPS.Setup, all (hk, hp) ←$ HPS.Gen, all w ←$ HPS.Wit(pp) and x :=
HPS.Ele(w), it holds that HPS.Pub(hp, x, w) = Λhk (x) = HPS.Priv(hk, x).
Subset Membership Problem. We say the subset membership problem is hard in HPS if it is
computationally hard to distinguish a random element L from a random element from X \ L.
A formal definition appears in Appendix A.1.
Computational Smoothness. We say HPS satisfies computational smoothness if the hash value
of a random element from X \ L looks random to an adversary only knowing the projection key.
A formal definition appears in Appendix A.1.
KEMs from HPS [27, 23]. Kurosawa and Desmedt [27] proposed a generic KEM based on
HPS. Their paradigm is later explicitly given by Hofheinz and Kiltz in [23]. Let HPS =
(HPS.Setup, HPS.Gen, HPS.Pub, HPS.Priv, HPS.Wit, HPS.Ele) be an HPS. The constructed
KEM KEM = (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec) is as follows.
• KEM.Setup(1n ). Run pp ←$ HPS.Setup(1n ), output the public parameter pp.
• KEM.Gen(pp). Run (hk, hp) ←$ HPS.Gen(pp), set ek := hp, dk := hk, output (pk =
ek, sk = dk).
• KEM.Enc(pk). Run the following sub-algorithms.
– KEM.Rg(pp) : Run w ←$ HPS.Wit(pp), and return r := w;
– KEM.Cg(r) : Run x := HPS.Ele(r), and return C := x;
– KEM.Kg(ek, r) : Run y := HPS.Pub(ek, C, r), and return K := y.
Output (K, C).
• KEM.Dec(sk, C). Run y := HPS.Priv(dk, C), output K := y.
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For their generic construction, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.1. The above generic construction KEM is universally decryptable and key-pseudorandom if HPS is of computational smoothness and the subset membership problem is hard in
HPS.
We defer the detailed proof and instantiations to Appendix A.2 and A.3.

5.2

Concrete KEMs

Below we present some known KEM constructions that are subvertible by our ASA.
Cramer-Shoup KEMs [15]. In [15], Cramer and Shoup designed a hybrid encryption framework based on KEMs and provided instantiations based on various hardness assumptions.
The DDH-Based. Let G be a cyclic group of prime order p, and g1 , g2 are generators of G. Fig. 8
shows the DDH-based KEM proposed in [15]. The public parameter is pp = (G, p, g1 , g2 ). The
key space Kkem is G and the randomness space Rkem is Z∗p . H : G2 → Z∗p is a collision resistant
hash function.
KEM.Gen
KEM.Ek

KEM.Enc

KEM.Tk

KEM.Rg

KEM.Kg

←$ Z∗p

hr

KEM.Dec

KEM.Cg

KEM.Tg

C = (u1 , u2 )

t = H(C);

= (g1r , g2r )

π = (cdt )r

KEM.Kd

KEM.Vf

(y1 , y2 , z1 , z2 )
(x1 , x2 ) ←$

←$ Z4p ;

Z2p ;

c = g1y1 g2y2 ;

h=

g1x1 g2x2 ;

d=

g1z1 g2z2 ;

ek = h;

tk = (c, d);

dk = (x1 , x2 )

vk = (y1 , y2 ,

t = H(C);
r

K=

K=

1 x2
ux
1 u2

π 0 = u1y1 +z1 t
·u2y2 +z2 t

z1 , z 2 )

Figure 8: The DDH-Based KEM from Cramer-Shoup Encryption Scheme [15]

KEM.Gen
KEM.Ek

KEM.Enc
KEM.Tk

KEM.Rg

KEM.Kg

KEM.Cg

K = hr

C = gr

KEM.Dec
KEM.Tg

KEM.Kd

KEM.Vf

y ←$ {0, · · · ,
bN 2 /2c};
x ←$

0, · · · , bN 2 /2c ;
h=

gx ;

z ←$ {0, · · · ,
bN 2 /2c};
c = gy ; d = gz ;

r ←$ {0, · · · ,
bN/2c}

t = H(C);
π=

(cdt )r

K = Cx

t = H(C);
π 0 = C y+zt

ek = h; dk = x
tk = (c, d);
vk = (y, z)

Figure 9: The DCR-Based KEM from Cramer-Shoup Encryption Scheme [15]
The DCR-Based. Let p, q, p0 , q 0 denote distinct odd primes with p = 2p0 + 1 and q = 2q 0 + 1.
Let N = pq and N 0 = p0 q 0 . The group Z∗N 2 = GN · GN 0 · G2 · G where each group Gρ is a cyclic
group of order ρ, and G is the subgroup of Z∗N 2 generated by (−1 mod N 2 ). Let η ←$ Z∗N 2
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and g = −η 2N . Fig. 9 shows the DCR-based KEM proposed in [15]. The public parameter is
pp = (N, g). The key space Kkem is Z∗N 2 and the randomness space Rkem is {0, · · · , bN/2c}.
H : Z∗N 2 → Rkem is a target collision resistant hash function.
The QR-Based. Let p, q, p0 , q 0 be distinct odd primes with p = 2p0 +1 and q = 2q 0 +1. Let N = pq
and N 0 = p0 q 0 . Group Z∗N = GN 0 · G2 · G where each group Gρ is a cyclic group of order ρ, and G
is the subgroup of Z∗N generated by (−1 mod N ). Let η ←$ Z∗N and g = η 2 . Fig. 10 describes
the QR-based KEM proposed in [15]. The public parameter is pp = (N, g, k, k̂). The key space
Kkem is (Z∗N )k and the randomness space Rkem is {0, · · · , bN/4c}. Let Ω = {0, . . . , bN/2c}.
H : Z∗N → {0, 1} is an efficiently computable injective map.
KEM.Gen
KEM.Ek

KEM.Tk
y

x

KEM.Enc
KEM.Rg

KEM.Cg

KEM.Tg

KEM.Kd

KEM.Vf

←$ Ωk̂
t = H(C);

z ←$ Ωk̂

←$ Ωk ;

KEM.Kg

KEM.Dec

h = gx ;

c = gy ;

ek = h;

d = gz ;

dk = x

tk = (c, d);

∀i ∈ [1, k] :
∀i ∈ [1, k̂] :

Ki = hri ;

r ←$ {0,
· · · , bN/4c}

∀i ∈ [1, k] :
C=

K = {K1 ,

gr

Ki = C xi ;

πi = cri · dt·r
i ;

K = {K1 ,

π = {π1 ,

· · · , Kk }

· · · , Kk }

· · · , πk̂ }

t = H(C);
∀i ∈ [1, k̂] :
πi0 = C yi · C t·zi ;
π 0 = {π10 ,
· · · , π0 }
k̂

vk = (y, z)

Figure 10: The QR-Based KEM from Cramer-Shoup Encryption Scheme [15].
x =
{x1 , · · · , xk }, h = {h1 , · · · , hk }, y = {y1 , · · · , yk̂ }, z = {z1 , · · · , zk̂ }, c = {c1 , · · · , ck̂ }, d =
{d1 , · · · , dk̂ }.
KEM.Gen
KEM.Ek
(z, ẑ)

KEM.Enc
KEM.Tk

KEM.Rg

KEM.Kg

KEM.Tg

KEM.Kd

KEM.Vf
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ĥi =

KEM.Cg

←$ (Z∗p )2 ;

∀i ∈ [1, k] :

hi =

KEM.Dec

x
gi i ĝ z ;
y
gi i ĝ ẑ ;

-

t = H(C);

· · · , uk , u)

K=
Qk

= (g1r1 , · · · ,

∀i ∈ [1, k] :
ri ←$ Z∗p ;

t
ri
i=1 (hi ĥi )

ek = (h, ĥ);

r
gkk ,
ĝ r1 +···+rk )

t = H(C)
-

K = uzt+ẑ ·
Qk
xi t+yi
i=1 ui

-

dk = (x, y, z, ẑ)

Figure 11: Generalized Kurosawa-Desmedt KEM based on k-Linear Assumption [27, 23]. x =
{x1 , · · · , xk }, y = {y1 , · · · , yk }, h = {h1 , · · · , hk }, ĥ = {ĥ1 , · · · , ĥk }}
Kurosawa-Desmedt KEM [27]. In [27], Kurosawa and Desmedt designed a KEM that is not
CCA-secure whereas the resulting hybrid encryption scheme is CCA secure. In [23], Hofheinz
and Kiltz generalized the Kurosawa-Desmedt KEM to be based on the k-linear assumption.
Here we show the generalized Kurosawa-Desmedt KEM in its implicit-rejection variant. Let
G be a cyclic group of prime order p, and g1 , · · · , gk , ĝ are randomly chosen generators of G.
Fig. 11 depicts the generalized Kurosawa-Desmedt KEM based on k-linear assumption. The
public parameter is pp = (G, p, k, g1 , · · · , gk , ĝ). The key space Kkem is G and the randomness
space Rkem is Zkp . H : Gk+1 → Z∗p is a target collision resistant hash function. Note that DDH
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KEM.Gen
KEM.Ek

KEM.Enc
KEM.Tk
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(y, z) ←$ Z2p ;

h = gx ;
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KEM.Tg
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KEM.Kd
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(cdt )r

KEM.Vf
t = H(C);
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Figure 12: Hofheinz-Kiltz KEM based on k-Linear Assumption [23]
assumption is equivalent to the 1-linear assumption, and the scheme instantiated with k = 1
precisely reproduces the Kurosawa-Desmedt KEM[27].
Hofheinz-Kiltz KEMs[23]. In [23], Hofheinz and Kiltz formalized a new notion of CCCA
(constrained chosen-ciphertext security) security for KEM and designed a new CCCA-secure
KEM from the DDH assumption. As depicted by Fig. 12, the construction (the public parameter
is pp = (G, p, g)) is almost the same as the DDH-based one by Cramer and Shoup [15] except
that the ciphertext consists of only one group element. Therefore, the DDH-based KEM by
Hofheinz and Kiltz is also subvertible by our ASA.
Remark. In [24], Hofheinz and Kiltz generalized their DDH-based KEM to the k-linear based
one. We remark that their k-linear version is not subvertible by our ASA as all the group generators must be parts of the public key and thus the public subversion key cannot be generated
before the public key is generated by the user. Moreover, an implicit-rejection variant of the
above DDH-based KEM (Fig. 12) is also proposed in [24], we claim that it is not subvertible
to our ASA either as the key ciphertext depends on the public key and thus is not of universal
decryptability. For more details we refer the reader to [24].

6

Discussions on Countermeasures

In this section, we mainly discuss how to design KEMs secure against ASAs. Indeed, as we have
discussed previously, there exist several KEMs that are not subvertible by our ASA [24, 30].
Nevertheless, we generally consider the security of KEMs against a wider range of possible
subversion attacks in the real world. Since almost all known ASAs are mainly due to the
free choice of randomness in the cryptographic algorithm, current defense approaches could be
roughly classified as two types, depending on whether the randomness is permitted.

6.1

Abandoning Randomized Algorithms

Some prior works [7, 6, 3, 5, 17] have suggested to use deterministic schemes that produce
unique output (e.g., unique ciphertext for encryption). For such schemes, any subversion attack
could be detected via comparing the output of the (possibly) subverted algorithm with the
expected output of the legitimate one at running time. The notion of unique-ciphertext publickey encryption has been proposed by Bellare and Hoang [5] as a useful primitive to resist
undetectable subversion attacks. Unfortunately, although abandoning randomized algorithms
could well resist subversions, it naturally makes some desirable security notions unachievable.
In particular, it is a common wisdom that the conventional IND-CPA security is impossible for
deterministic encryption.
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6.2

Permitting Randomized Algorithms with Further Assumptions

Some other approaches permitting randomized algorithms have been proposed to defeat subversions. Note that it is generally impossible for randomized algorithms to resist subversion attacks
without making further assumptions (regarding trusted component assumptions and architectural requirements). Indeed, all current generic approaches that permit randomized algorithms
require various assumptions. Here we mainly introduce three generic techniques using which
one could possibly secure KEM against subversion. Note that all these defensive techniques rely
on different assumptions and thus are generally incomparable.
(1) Split-program methodology [32, 33, 34, 13, 2]. The split-program methodology is introduced by Russell et al.[32, 33] where an algorithm is decomposed into several functional components that are executed independently (as in threshold cryptography or multiparty computation
elements is often assumed, and as can be implemented based on well isolated enclaves architecturally). It mainly relies on a so-called watchdog that is trustworthy for detecting subversions
of each individual component of the randomized algorithm. Particularly, in the split-program
model, the adversary is required to supply implementations of all components to the watchdog
who has the specification of these components. The watchdog ’s goal is to test whether the
(possibly subverted) implementation of each individual component is compliant with the specification via black-box testing. The split-program methodology is generally applicable for every
randomized algorithm and has nice properties in resisting the complete subversion including
subverted key generation. Note that Russell et al.’s PKE construction [33] trivially implies an
IND-CPA-secure KEM with subversion resilience in the offline watchdog model. However, it
remains unknown how to achieve stronger security (e.g., IND-CCA security) for KEMs in the
subversion setting.
(2) Cryptographic reverse firewall [29, 12, 20]. Cryptographic reverse firewall was firstly
introduced by Mironov and Stephens-Davidowitz [29] to secure arbitrary two-party protocol that
are run on possibly subverted machines. The reverse firewall model requires an on-line external
party to re-randomize all incoming/outgoing communication of the randomized algorithm. This
model is quite powerful in the sense that it could secure the fully black-box use of (possibly
subverted) algorithms without complex detection mechanisms. However, it requires a source of
trusted randomness, and may not be readily applicable to every existing protocol as it requires
some “re-randomizable” structure of the cryptographic scheme. In [20], Dodis et al. showed
how to design secure message transmission protocols on corrupted machines. Their CPA-secure
rerandomizable PKE trivially implies IND-CPA-secure KEMs with reverse firewalls. However,
as pointed out by Dodis et al., such a construction usually requires the computation of public-key
operations on the entire plaintext and thus is inefficient.
(3) Self-guarding mechanism [21]. The self-guarding mechanism, introduced by Fischlin and
Mazaheri [21], assumes the existence of a good initial phase when the randomized algorithm
is not subverted. It could be viewed as an alternative approach to reverse firewall, but does
not depend on external parties and applies more smoothly to some primitives like symmetric
encryption. The core idea is to use samples gathered from its underlying primitives during their
good initial phase in addition to basic operations to resist subversion attacks that are later on
mounted on the primitives. That is, self-guarding mechanism mainly counter subversion attacks
that are triggered to wake up at a later point in time. Here we roughly discuss how to construct
self-guarding KEMs. Once a set of fresh samples are gathered at the good initial phase, for
each output (K, ψ) of the possibly subverted encapsulation algorithm, a sample (K$ , ψ$ ) is first
randomly chosen (and deleted) from the set, and then K$ is used to mask ψ while ψ$ is appended
to the updated ciphertext. To decapsulate the key K, K$ is first recovered to remove the mask
in the ciphertext and thereafter the recovered ciphertext is decrypted. Note that the security of
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KEM in this setting is inherently bounded by the number of samples collected during the good
initial phase.
Note that in [22], Giacon et al. introduced the notion of KEM combiners as an approach to
garner trust from different KEM constructions instead of relying on a single one. We remark
that their proposed combiners could be potentially used to restore security against subversion
attacks by assuming at least one of the underlying KEMs is not subverted. Further, there are
several other approaches for protecting specific primitives against subversions, e.g., anonymous
attestation protocols by Camenisch et al. [10], and backdoored pseudorandom generators by
Dodis et al. [18].
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A

Omitted Definitions, Proof and Instantiations

A.1

Hash Proof System

(1). Subset membership problem. We say the subset membership problem is hard in HPS if it is
computationally hard to distinguish a random element L from a random element from X \ L.
Formally, for any PPT algorithm A,
Advsmp
hps,A (n) :=

| Pr[A(X , L, x) = 1|x ←$ L] −
Pr[A(X , L, x) = 1|x ←$ X \ L] | ≤ negl(n) .

(2). Computational smoothness. We say HPS is of computational smoothness if the hash value
of a random element from X \ L looks random to an adversary only knowing the projection key.
Formally, for any PPT algorithm A, its advantage Advsmooth
hps,A (n) defined as below is negligible.





 0
smooth
Advhps,A (n) := Pr 
b = b :





A.2

pp ←$ HPS.Setup(1n );




(hp, hk) ←$ HPS.Gen(pp); 

x ←$ X \ L; b ←$ {0, 1};
y0 ←$ Y;
y1 := HPS.Priv(hk, x);
b0 ← A(pp, hp, x, yb )


 1
− .
 2





Proof of Theorem 4

Theorem 4 The generic construction of KEM depicted in section5.1 is universally decryptable
and key-pseudo-random if HPS is computationally smooth and the subset membership problem
is hard in HPS.
Proof. The property of universal decryptability clearly holds due to the projection property of
HPS. We now prove the key-pseudo-randomness via games: {G0 , G1 , G2 , G3 }. Let Advx be
the advantage of A in Game Gx . Below we provide more details of each game.
• Game G0 : This is the real game and thus Advprk
kem,A (n) = Adv0 .
• Game G1 : Same as G0 except that the challenger computes K1 := KEM.Kd(dk, C) instead
of computing K1 := KEM.Kg(ek, r). One can see that from the view of the adversary, G1
is identical to G0 due to the property of universal decryptability. Therefore, we have
Adv1 = Adv0 .
• Game G2 : Same as G1 except that the challenger chooses C ←$ X \ L. One can see that
from the view of the adversary, G2 is indistinguishable from G1 due to the hard subset
membership problem in HPS. Therefore, we have |Adv2 − Adv1 | ≤ Advsmp
hps,A (n).
• Game G3 : Same as G2 except that the challenger chooses K1 ←$ Kkem instead of computing K1 := KEM.Kd(dk, C). Below we show that a distinguisher between both games
could be turned into an attacker A0 against the smoothness of KEM. Precisely, when A0
receives (pp, hp, x∗ , y ∗ ) from its challenger, it sets ek := hp, C := x and K1 := y ∗ . One
can note that if y ∗ := HPS.Priv(hk, x∗ ), then the simulation is Game G2 , otherwise it is
Game G3 . This yields |Adv3 − Adv2 | ≤ Advsmooth
hps,A (n).
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In Game G3 , the view of the adversary actually does not depend on the chosen bit b and
thus we have Adv3 = 0. Putting all the above together,
Advprk
kem,A (n) = Adv0
= |Adv0 − Adv1 + Adv1 − Adv2 + Adv2 − Adv3 + Adv3 |
≤ |Adv0 − Adv1 | + |Adv1 − Adv2 | + |Adv2 − Adv3 | + Adv3
smooth
≤ Advsmp
hps,A (n) + Advhps,A (n).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

A.3

Instantiating HPSs from Graded Rings

In [8], Benhamouda et al. introduced a generic framework for HPSs using the notion of graded
rings, which is a common formalization for cyclic groups, bilinear groups, and even multilinear
groups. We show that under some conditions, by instantiating HPS from the notion of graded
rings by Benhamouda et al. [8], the resulted KEM are subvertible by our proposed ASA.
We first recall the notion of graded rings-based HPS introduced in [8]. Let the notation ⊕
and
correspond to the addition operation and the multiplication operation, respectively.
For a language L which is specified by the parameter aux, suppose there exist two positive
integers m and n, a function Γ : X 7−→ Gm×n (for generating the element basis) and a function
Θaux : X 7−→ G1×n , such that for any x ∈ X ,
(x ∈ L) ⇐⇒ (∃λ ∈ Z1×m
s.t., Θaux (x) = λ
p

Γ(x)).

That is, x ∈ L if and only if Θaux (x) is a linear combination of the rows in Γ(x). Here we
assume that given the witness w of the membership x ∈ L, one can efficiently compute the
linear combination λ. For an element x, the hashing key/projection key hk/hp in an HPS is
hk := α = (α1 , · · · , αn )T ←$ Znp , hp := γ(x) = Γ(x) α ∈ Gk The hash value for an element
x is HPS.Priv(hk, x) := Θaux (x) α, and HPS.Pub(hp, x, w) := λ γ(x). Intuitively, if x ∈ L
with λ, then we have,
HPS.Priv(hk, x) = Θaux (x)

α=λ

Γ(x)

α = HPS.Pub(hp, x, w).

This guarantees the correctness of the HPS. As for the (computational) smoothness property, we
can see that for any element x ∈
/ L and a projection key hp = γ(x) = Γ(x) α, the vector Θaux (x)
is not in the linear span of Γ(x), and thus its hash value y = HPS.Priv(hk, x) = Θaux (x) α
is independent from hp = Γ(x) α. One can note that if the function Γ : X 7−→ Gm×n is a
constant function, the corresponding HPS is of KV-HPS type. Therefore, we have the following
theorem (the proof is intuitive and thus we omit it).
Theorem A.1. The generic construction of KEM depicted in Section 5.1 is universally decryptable and key-pseudo-random if the underlying HPS is a KV-HPS type HPS based on graded
rings.
A Simple Example. We illustrate this framework for the DDH language. Let g1 , g2 be two
generators of a cyclic group G of prime order p. Let X = G1×2 and L = {(u1 , u2 ) | r ∈
Zp , s.t., u1 = g1r , u2 = g2r }. For any x = (u1 , u2 ) ∈ L, Θaux (x) = x, Γ(x) = (g1 , g2 ) and the
witness for x ∈ L is w = r and here λ = w = r. The hashing key is hk = α = (α1 , α2 )T ←$ Z2p
and the projection key is hp = γ(x) = Γ(x) α = g1α1 g2α2 ∈ G. Then,
HPS.Priv(hk, x) = Θaux (x)
HPS.Pub(hp, x, w = r) = λ

α = (u1 , u2 )
γ(x) = r
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(α1 , α2 )T = uα1 1 uα2 2 ,
(g1α1 g2α2 ) = (g1α1 g2α2 )r .

B

Constructing Subversion-Resistant KEMs

In this part, we provide more discussions on constructing secure KEMs against ASAs.

B.1

Subversion-resistant KEMs in the Cliptographic Model

In [32, 33], Russell et al. initiated the study of cliptography that aims at designing a broad
class of cryptographic tools secure against subversion attacks, including one-way-permutations,
pseudorandom generators, signature schemes and IND-CPA-secure encryption schemes.
The cliptographic model (in brief ). In the cliptographic model, the adversary first supplies
the implementation of all algorithms of the cryptographic scheme to a trust party called watchdog who has the corresponding specification of all algorithms. The watchdog tests whether the
(possibly subverted) implementation of each algorithm is compliant with the specification via
black-box testing. A cryptographic scheme is said to be subversion-resistant, if
• either there exists a watchdog that could detect the subversion of algorithms with nonnegligible probability;
• or the security of the cryptographic scheme is preserved even in the face of component
implementations being subverted.
That is, for a cryptographic scheme secure in the cliptographic model, if all algorithm implementations pass the testing of watchdog, the composed scheme should preserve its security.
TEST PHASE
W

A
KEMimpl

bW

←$ W KEMimpl (1n )
EXECUTE PHASE
C

pp ←$ KEM.Setupimpl

A
(1n )

(pk, sk) ←$ KEM.Genimpl (pp)
(K0 , ψ ∗ ) ←$ KEM.Encimpl (pk)
K1 ←$ Kkem , b ←$ {0, 1}
(pp, pk, Kb , ψ ∗ )
b0
bC := 1 if b = b0
bC := 0 otherwise

Figure 13: The cliptographic game for key encapsulation mechanism.
Below we provide a formal security definition of subversion-resistant KEMs in the cliptographic model, more precisely, in the offline watchdog model where the watchdog has the
weakest power (without access to the online transcript of the scheme execution). In the following, for an algorithm (or component) F, we let Fspec denote its specification and Fimpl denote
its implementation (supplied by the adversary).
Definition B.1 (Subversion-resistant KEM in the offline watchdog model). A key encapsulation mechanism with specification KEMspec = (KEM.Setupspec , KEM.Genspec , KEM.Encspec ,
KEM.Decspec ) is subversion-resistant in the offline watchdog model if there is a PPT
watchdog W so that, for any PPT adversary A playing the game described in Figure 13, either
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AdvA (n) is negligible, or, DetA,W (n) is non-negligible,
where AdvA (n) = | Pr[bC = 1] − 1/2| denotes the advantage of adversary A in the security
experiment, and, DetW,A (n) = | Pr[W KEMimpl (1n ) = 1] − Pr[W KEMspec (1n ) = 1]| denotes the
detection advantage of watchdog in the test phase.
The split-program methodology. To eliminate the general steganographic channels on
randomized algorithms, Russell et al. [32, 33] proposed a non-black-box design model, namely
split-program methodology. The main idea of such an approach is to further split each algorithm
of the specification into several components. In the cliptographic game, each component of the
implementation is exposed to the watchdog for testing while the fully functional implementation
via a trusted amalgamation by the challenger is used in the security game with the adversary.
By using such a decomposition-and-amalgamation approach, Russell et al. [33] showed that
it is possible to generically destroy steganographic channels, leading to subversion-resistant
cryptography (in the cliptographic model) without abandoning randomized algorithms. As we
will show later, Russell et al.’s general approach could be also applied for designing subversionresistant KEMs. Below we first introduce their general results, followed by our construction of
subversion-resistant KEM.
TEST PHASE
W

A
Gimpl , IG

bW

←$ W Gimpl ,IG (1n )
EXECUTE PHASE
C

A

β ←$ {impl,spec}
1q
for i = 1 to q
xi ←$ IG(1n )
yi := Gβ (1n , xi )
y1 , · · · , yq
β0
bC := 1 if β = β 0
bC := 0 otherwise

Figure 14: The general stego-freeness game for randomized algorithms.
Definition B.2 (stego-freeness [33]). We say a randomized algorithm G is stego-free if there is
a PPT watchdog W so that, for any PPT adversary A playing the game described in Figure 14,
either
AdvA (n) is negligible, or, DetA,W (n) is non-negligible,
where AdvA (n) = | Pr[bC = 1] − 1/2| denotes the advantage of adversary A in the security
experiment, and, DetW,A (n) = | Pr[W Gimpl ,IG (1n ) = 1] − Pr[W Gspec ,IG (1n ) = 1]| denotes the
detection advantage of watchdog in the test phase.
Following the above defintion, Russell et al. [33] proposed a stego-free specification of randomness generation via double splitting as depicted in Figure. 15. Concretely, the specificiation
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RG0spec

r0
Hspec

r

r1
RG1spec

Figure 15: A stego-free specification for randomness generation.
RGspec is decomposed into two randomized algorithms RG0spec and RG1spec of which the outputs
are combined using a hash function Hspec . In practice, this could be simply realized by letting
the user run RGimpl twice independently to generate two randomness r0 and r1 , and pass them
to Himpl which finally outputs r := Hspec (r0 , r1 ). Since now the final output is not fully determined by either randomness, one could see that if the hash function Hspec is modeled as a
random oracle and the output of RGimpl has certain entropy (this could be guaranteed by the
watchdog through testing), the output of RGspec would look random to the attacker even it
subverts RGimpl and Himpl that are undetectable to the watchdog. Formally, for the randomness
generation depicted in Figure. 15, Russell et al. [33] proved the following result.
Theorem B.1 ([33]). Consider randomness generation specification RGspec := (RG0spec , RG1spec ,
Hspec ) as described in Figure 15:
• RG0spec and RG1spec , given 1n , output uniformly random strings of length λ(n);
• Hspec is a hash function so that Hspec (w) has length |w|/2;
• the specification for RGspec (1n ) is the trusted composition:
Hspec (RG0spec (1n ), RG1spec (1n ))
Then the specification is stego-free if Hspec is modeled as a random oracle.
More generally, Russell et al. [33] showed how to construct a stego-free specification for any
randomized algorithm with a public input distribution. Consider a randomized algorithm G
which uses λ(n) random bits for input of length n. Let (RG, dG) denote the specification of G,
where RG(1n ) produces λ(n) uniformly random bits and dG(r, x) is a deterministic algorithm
so that for every x, the output distribution of G(x) is identical to that of dG(RG(1n ), x). Then,
by using the above stego-free sepcification of randomness generation (i.e., Figure 15), we have
the following result.
Theorem B.2 ([33]). For any randomized algorithm G, consider the specification Gspec :=
(RGspec , dGspec ) where RGspec generates λ(n) bits of uniform randomness and dGspec is deterministic. Let RGspec := (RG0spec , RG1spec , Hspec ) as depicted in Figure 15, then Gspec is stego-free
with a trusted amalgamation if Hspec is modeled as a random oracle.
The above theorem is implied by Theorem B.1 and the following lemma which was formalized
in [32]. Basically, this lemma says that for any deterministic algorithm, an offline watchdog can
ensure it is consistent with its specification with an overwhelming probability when the inputs
are sampled from a public distribution.
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Figure 16: KEM in the cryptographic model
Lemma B.3 ([32]). Consider Πimpl := (F1impl , · · · , Fkimpl ), an adversarial implementation of a
specification Πspec := (F1spec , · · · , Fkspec ), where F1 , · · · , Fk are deterministic algorithms. Additionally, for each security parameter n, public input distributions X1n , · · · , Xkn are defined respectively. If ∃j ∈ [k], Pr[Fjimpl (x) 6= Fjspec (x) : x ←$ Xjn ] is δ, then this can be detected by a PPT
offline watchdog with probability at least δ.
Construction of subversion-resistant KEMs. We are now ready to describe our construction of subversion-resistant KEMs. Given the previous results by Russell et al.[32, 33], the
construction is quite intuitive. Essentially, it mainly adopts the above general structure of
stego-free specification for randomized algorithms. Here we provide more details. We remark
that here we only consider the subversion of encapsulation algorithm while assume that the key
generation and decapsulation algorithms are honest implemented. In fact, as shown in [32, 33],
one can also achieve subversion-resistant key generation by adopting a similar strategy.
As depicted by Figure 16, the specification of encapsulation algorithm is:
KEM.Encspec = (KEM.Rgspec , KEM.Kgspec , KEM.Cgspec , KEM.Tgspec ).
where KEM.Rgspec := (KEM.Rg0spec , KEM.Rg1spec , Hspec ) as described in Figure 16. Note that
KEM.Rgspec is randomized while others are all deterministic. Therefore, by Theorem B.2, we
have that KEM.Encspec is stego-free. Formally, we have the following result.
Theorem B.4. The KEM specification KEMspec = (KEM.Setupspec , KEM.Genspec , KEM.Encspec ,
KEM.Decspec ), where KEM.Encspec is depicted in Figure 16, is subversion-resistant in the offline
watchdog model in the random oracle model, assuming that KEM.Setupspec and KEM.Genspec
are honestly implemented.
Security Analysis. According to Theorem B.1 and Lemma B.3, the watchdog could guarantee
that KEM.Rgspec is stego-free and that KEM.Kgspec , KEM.Cgspec , KEM.Tgspec are consistent
with their corresponding specification on inputs from KEM.Ekimpl × KEM.Rgimpl , KEM.Rgimpl
and KEM.Tkimpl ×KEM.Rgimpl respectively (since we already assume KEM.Ekimpl and KEM.Tkimpl
are not subverted). Below we sketch the game sequence for security proof and analysis the negligible difference between each game transition.
• Game-0 is the original game as depicted in Figure. 13 with a trusted amalgamation.
• Game-1 is the same as Game-0 except KEM.Setupimpl is replaced with KEM.Setupspec .
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• Game-2 is the same as Game-1 except that KEM.Genimpl is replaced with KEM.Genspec .
• Game-3 is the same as Game-2 except that KEM.Encimpl is replaced with KEM.Encspec .
The difference between Game-0 and Game-1, Game-1 and Game-2 is trivially negligible since
KEM.Setupimpl and KEM.Genimpl are honest (and thus stego-free). According to Theorem B.2,
KEM.Encspec is stego-free, due to the fact that KEM.Rgspec is stego-free and that KEM.Kgspec ,
KEM.Cgspec and KEM.Tgspec are all consistent with specifications (conditioned on the watchdog
testing). Thus, we have that Game-2 and Game-3 are indistinguishable. It is easy to see that
all algorithms in Game-3 are faithfully implemented and thus the subversion resistance of the
underlying KEM holds.

B.2

Further Discussions on other Approaches

Cryptographic reverse firewall (CRF). The concept of CRF was firstly introduced by
Mironov and Stephens-Davidowitz [29] to secure arbitrary two-party protocol that are run on
possibly subverted machines. Specifically, consider a cryptographic protocol run between two
parties namely Alice and Bob. A CRF for Alice is an autonomous intermediary that locates
between Alice and the outside world, and modifies the incoming and outgoing messages of Alice’s
machine. The goal of such a treatment is that a protocol equipped with the CRF can provide
meaningful security for Alice even when the implementation of Alice’s machine is subverted. A
CRF is expected to meet several desirable properties. Roughly, a CRF for Alice in this message
transmission protocol is expected to achieve the following three properties.
• The first basic one is that the CRF should preserve the functionality of a legitimate
protocol, i.e., the output of Bob should still match Alice’s input message;
• The CRF should preserve the security of the protocol, i.e., the protocol equipped with
Alice’s CRF should be still secure even when Alice’s machine implementation is subverted;
• The third property is regarding the subversion resistance and formalized as exfiltration
resistance in [29], which mainly says that for the transcript output by (possibly subverted)
Alice, it should be indistinguishable from a legitimate transcript after it is sanitized by
the CRF.
Dodis et al.’s results [20]. In [20], Dodis et al. showed how to design secure message transmission
protocols on corrupted machines. The main idea is to design reverse firewalls for the underlying
encryption schemes which is required to be of “re-randomizable” structure. It is worth noting
that their construction for CPA-secure rerandomizable PKE trivially implies reverse firewalls
for IND-CPA-secure KEMs. Unfortunately, as pointed out by Dodis et al., such construction
usually requires the computation of public-key operations on the entire plaintext and thus is
inefficient. The adoption of hybrid encryption (which is the main target of our attack) cannot
solve this problem as the subverted encryption algorithm could choose a “bad” key that either is
known to the adversary or makes the resulting ciphertext distribution unbiased. To defend such
an attack, the reverse firewall should be able to the rerandomize the key and correspondingly
the ciphertext to maintain its decryptability. However, as shown by Dodis et al. [20], such
schemes turn out to be not faster than PKE. More details are please referred to the discussions
by Dodis et al. in [20]. Therefore, we say that reverse firewalls are not well applicable to KEMs
(and thus hybrid encryption) in practice.
Self-guarding KEMs with bounded security. Noting that the reverse firewall approach
is only applicable for schemes of “re-randomizable” structure, Fischlin and Mazaheri [21] put
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forward the notion of self-guarding mechanism as an alternative defense approach. The core
idea is to use samples gathered from its underlying primitives during their good initial phase
in addition to basic operations to resist subversion attacks that are later on mounted on the
primitives. That is, self-guarding mechanism only counter subversion attacks that are triggered
to wake up at a later point in time, e.g., due to the software update. Note that its security is
inherently bounded by the number of samples collected during the good initial phase.
We first briefly introduce the self-guarding symmetric encryption scheme by Fischlin and
Mazaheri [21]. In their construction, the subversion of the encryption is thwarted by using
a random message to rerandomize the (possibly subverted) ciphertext and appending the encryption of the random message so that the receiver could first recover the random message
to remove the mask of the ciphertext for further decryption. To resist subversion, the random
message and its corresponding encryption should be gathered before the encryption algorithm
is subverted (i.e., during the good initial phase) otherwise the rerandomized ciphertext may
still contain potential leakage. One may note that the self-guarding mechanism and the reverse
firewall model share the same spirit of sanitizing transcript using some fresh information. The
main difference between them is that the self-guarding mechanism gathers the fresh during the
good initial phase of the underlying primitive while the reverse firewall requires a trusted random source run by itself. In this sense, we argue that the self-guarding scheme could be viewed
as a variant of reverse firewall which has better applicability for some concrete primitives.
KEMsg .Gen(pp)

KEMsg .Enc(pk, Ω)

KEMsg .Dec(sk, (ψ sg , ψ$ ))

(pk, sk) ←$ KEM.Gen(pp)

(K, ψ) ←$ KEM.Enc(pk)

K$ := KEM.Dec(sk, ψ$ )

Return (pk, sk)

(K$ , ψ$ ) ←$ Ω

ψ := ψ sg ⊕ K$

Ω := Ω \ {(K$ , ψ$ )}

K := KEM.Dec(sk, ψ)

ψ sg := ψ ⊕ K$

Return K
sg

Return (K, (ψ , ψ$ ))

Figure 17: The construction of self-guarding KEM (informal)

Below we discuss how to construct self-guarding KEMs. Our approach is inspired by
the above self-guarding symmetric encryptions scheme in [21]. Consider a KEM KEM =
(KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec). Denote its self-guarding scheme as KEMsg =
(KEMsg .Setup, KEMsg .Gen, KEMsg .Enc, KEMsg .Dec). Fig. 17 depicts KEMsg . The algorithm
KEMsg .Gen is actually (pk, sk) ←$ KEM.Gen(pp). Let Ω := {(K$,i , ψ$,i )}N
i=1 (N = poly(n)) denote a set of fresh samples gathered when KEM has not been subverted, i.e, any (K$ , ψ$ ) ∈ Ω
is generated by the genuine algorithm KEM.Enc. Both KEMsg .Setup and KEMsg .Gen are the
same as the original ones. For the self-guarding encapsulation algorithm KEMsg .Enc, for each
output (K, ψ) by the possibly subverted KEM.Enc, a sample (K$ , ψ$ ) is first randomly chosen
(and deleted from Ω), and then K$ is used to mask ψ while ψ$ is appended to the updated
ciphertext. Note that here for simplicity, we assume the length of ciphertext is the same as that
of an encapsulated key. For the case of different lengths, one could use a common padding to
expand the ciphertext and/or use multiple K$ to make them have equal length. To decapsulate
the key K, K$ is first recovered to remove the mask in the ciphertext and thereafter the recovered ciphertext is decrypted. The correctness of KEMsg is clear and the subversion resistance
could be guaranteed by a similar analysis for self-guarding symmetric encryption scheme given
in [21].
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C

ASA on Hybrid Encryption

A PKE scheme PKE consists of (PKE.Setup, PKE.Gen, PKE.Enc, PKE.Dec) which are defined
as follows: PKE.Setup takes as input the security parameter n ∈ N, and outputs the public
parameter pp. The key generation algorithm PKE.Gen takes as input the public parameter
pp, and outputs the public/secret key pair (pk, sk). To encrypt a message m, the algorithm
PKE.Enc takes as input the public key pk and a message m, and outputs the ciphertext C.
The decryption algorithm PKE.Dec takes as input the secret key sk and the ciphertext C, and
outputs the plaintext m or ⊥. It is required that for all n ∈ N, pp ←$ PKE.Setup(1n ) and
all (pk, sk) ←$ PKE.Gen(pp), for any message m ∈ M (M denotes the message space), and
C ←$ PKE.Enc(pk, m), we have PKE.Dec(sk, C) = m.
Hybrid encryption. Hybrid encryption was firstly introduced by Cramer and Shoup for
constructing practical PKE schemes of security against adaptive chosen ciphertext attack [16].
In a nutshell, a hybrid encryption scheme uses a KEM to produce a key which plays as the
encryption key of a symmetric-key encryption scheme for encrypting message. Generally, this
hybrid approach supports the encryption of unrestricted message and significantly improves the
practicality of encryption schemes. It was later proved that a secure—not necessarily INDCCA-secure—KEM, combined with an appropriately secure symmetric-key encryption scheme,
yields a hybrid encryption scheme which is of IND-CCA security [27, 23].
Let KEM = (KEM.Setup, KEM.Gen, KEM.Enc, KEM.Dec) be a KEM and let SKE = (SKE.Enc,
SKE.Dec) be a symmetric-key encryption scheme. We assume that the two schemes are compatible in the sense that for all n ∈ N, for all pp output by KEM.Setup(1n ), the key space of KEM is
the same as that of SKE. The resulting hybrid encryption scheme PKE = (PKE.Setup, PKE.Gen,
PKE.Enc, PKE.Dec) is depicted in Fig. 18. Note that PKE.Setup is pp ←$ KEM.Setup(1n ).
PKE.Dec outputs ⊥ if either KEM.Dec or SKE.Dec returns ⊥. The running of PKE.Gen is
(pk, sk) ←$ KEM.Gen(pp).
PKE.Enc(pk, M )

PKE.Gen(pp)

PKE.Dec(sk, CT = (ψ, Cm ))

(pk, sk) ←$ KEM.Gen(pp)

(K, ψ) ←$ KEM.Enc(pk)

K := KEM.Dec(sk, ψ)

Return (pk, sk)

Cm := SKE.Enc(K, M )

M := SKE.Dec(K, Cm )

Return CT = (ψ, Cm )

Return M or ⊥

Figure 18: KEM-based hybrid encryption

ASA on hybrid encryption. Assuming that the underlying KEM in Fig. 18 is subvertible
by our proposed attack, below we briefly describe how a hybrid encryption could be subverted
so that the adversary could recover the message without using the valid decryption key.
• Subverted Encryption. To subvert the encryption algorithm PKE.Enc shown in Fig. 18,
the plaintext replace the encapsulation part (i.e., KEM.Enc) by a subverted one ASA.Enc
which works as depicted in Fig. 3. Particularly, algorithm ASA.Enc is embedded with a
public subversion key and maintains an internal state—the randomness used during the
last invocation of the encryption algorithm. It is easy to note that such a subversion
well preserves the decryptability of the original encryption scheme and is undetectable to
legitimate users who choose all input messages and obtain all corresponding ciphertexts.
Here we omit the models and formal analysis due to the space limitation.
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0 )
• Plaintext Recovery. Given two sequential ciphertexts CT = (ψ, Cm ) and CT 0 = (ψ 0 , Cm
(i.e., CT is the last ciphertext output by the subverted encryption algorithm before CT 0 ),
0 , the subverter who holds the secret subversion key could
to recover the plaintext from Cm
first recover the encryption key encapsulated in ψ 0 via running ASA.Rec as depicted in
0 via SKE.Dec. The algorithm ASA.Rec takes as input the
Fig. 3 and then decrypt Cm
ciphertext ψ and the secret subversion key, and outputs the key underlying ψ 0 .

Concrete subvertible PKE schemes. Below we list some known PKE schemes that are subvertible by the subversion described above: (1) PKE schemes (i.e., DDH-based, DCR-based and
QR-based) proposed in [15]; (2) two DDH-based encryption schemes and the QR-based encryption scheme proposed in [26];(3)the rerandomizable RCCA-secure encryption scheme proposed
in [31]; and (4) the Kurosawa-Desmedt hybrid encryption scheme [27] and its improved variant
[23].
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